Network pharmacology based investigation of the effects of herbal ingredients on the immune dysfunction in heart disease.
Dysregulated immune system has been implicated in the pathogenesis of various cardiovascular diseases. Therefore, development of pharmacological interventions targeting the immune system is promising. However, therapy with most common anti-inflammatory and immunomodulatory agents has proved challenging in the clinical translation. It has been proved that many herbal ingredients display definite therapeutic effects on preventing excessive inflammatory and immune responses. Here, we aim to systemically explore the immunomodulatory ability of herbal ingredients on the human heart tissue-specific immune dysfunction through a network pharmacology based approach. The approach matches gene expression data between herbal ingredients and human heart phenotype based on their immunological similarities. Firstly, 608 immunological signatures were produced from 304 transcriptional profiles of immunological cell state changes. Then, the immunological features of 28 human heart phenotypes and 102 herbal ingredients were constructed by calculating the enrichments of each immune signature in the transcriptional profiles of heart phenotypes and herbal ingredients, respectively. Finally, the likelihood that an herbal drug affects the immune system in a heart phenotype was qualified by calculating the immunological similarity between the herbal drug and the heart phenotype. This strategy integrating different types of OMICs data is expected to help create new opportunities for development of drugs targeting the immune dysfunction in heart disease.